We demonstrate a molecular approach of tuning the magnetic properties of ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ thin films by reversing the functional groups of the organic underlayer. For the CoFe/Langmuir-Blodgett ͑LB͒ film system, we find that the coercivity of CoFe thin films ͑from 4 to 10 nm͒ made on hydrophobic surfaces is significantly enhanced whereas that on hydrophilic surfaces remains unchanged, as compared with the films directly on glass substrates. These findings suggest an alternative way for tuning the magnetic properties of the FM layer by LB film in which the functional groups play an important role.
The emerging fields of spintronics and organic electronics have led to an interdisciplinary area where the primary focus is to investigate the spin transport in spintronic devices involving organic materials. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Some technologically important issues such as the spin polarization of tunneling current through organic molecules and the detection of spinpolarized carriers inside organic materials have been addressed within the scope of organic spintronics. [6] [7] [8] [9] Despite their vantage in spin-transport properties, the magnetic properties of such spintronic devices should also be taken into concern because they could be influenced by the inclusion of organic materials. Inorganic molecules such as H 2 were found to change the spin reorientation transition behavior in ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ ultrathin films. 10 More recently, the impact of evaporated organic molecules and coated polymers upon the magnetic properties of FM thin films have also been reported. 11, 12 Molecular spintronics, on the other hand, is a fastdeveloping subarea of spintronics related to organic spintronics with specific interest in materials structure that involves single molecule or molecular monolayer. [13] [14] [15] The concept of molecular spin valve has been realized in molecular spintronics in which FM/molecular monolayer interface was encountered. 13 Once again the mutual interaction between the two materials through the interface plays an essential role in the device's performance. Some interesting phenomena regarding the impact of the molecular monolayer have been reported, including the shift in magnetic properties in dilute magnetic semiconductors ͑DMS͒ driven by self-assembled monolayer ͑SAM͒, 16, 17 and the suppression of ferromagnetism due to the FM/SAM interaction. 18 In this paper we report our experimental study of two FM thin films made onto Langmuir-Blodgett ͑LB͒ film containing a molecular monolayer. The results show that the coercivity of the FM film is tunable by the functional groups of the LB film. The molecular underlayer also impacts the covering FM layer in the ways of morphology and magnetism.
The schematics of the bilayer system used for this study is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The structure consists of a molecular monolayer on Corning glass substrate and a covering FM layer. The organic molecular monolayer is fabricated by the standard LB process in a KSV Mini-Through System. 19 The material for the LB film is stearic acid ͑SA, available from Aldrich͒ which is a long-chain amphiphilic molecule containing different functional groups from one end to the other. Depending on which end is attached to the substrate, two types of molecular surface, i.e., hydrophobic surface ͑h.o.s.͒ and hydrophilic surface ͑h.i.s.͒, can be constructed on glass substrate by a dipping/pulling-out-of-solvent process. After drying several hours in air, the substrate holding the LB film is transferred into a sputtering chamber ͑base pressure on the order of 5 ϫ 10 −8 mbar͒ for the capping of the FM layer. Two FM materials, CoFe and NiFe ͑permalloy͒ as hard and soft magnets respectively, are chosen for the top FM layer. The sample's surface morphology and roughness are characterized by atomic force microscopy ͑AFM͒, whereas the magnetic hysteresis loops are measured by magneto-optical Kerr effect ͑MOKE͒. The magnetic hysteresis loops of 3 nm CoFe on three different surfaces, namely, h.o.s., h.i.s., and pure glass, are shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . The curves overlap one another with nearly identical coercivity. As the CoFe films are made thicker ͑6 nm͒, the coercivity of the film on h.o.s. is significantly enhanced whereas those of the other two remain unchanged, as indicated in Fig. 3͑b͒ . A brief note here: we have tried to vary the relative orientation between the applied magnetic field and the sample surface from parallel to perpendicular geometry, and have confirmed that the magnetization of our samples is not only in the lateral ͑in-plane͒ direction but also along the long side of the rectangular shape ͑measured 25ϫ 8 mm 2 ͒. To investigate whether the coercivity enhancement is morphologically induced, AFM scans are performed on the surfaces of 6 nm CoFe films covering h.o.s. and h.i.s., and the images are shown in Fig. 3͑c͒ . Compared with the CoFe film deposited directly on glass substrate, the films with molecular underlayer are rougher, evidencing that the clusterlike morphology is originated from the molecular underlayer. The results indicate that clusters have developed as the films are grown thicker but there is no significant morphological difference between the FM films made on differently oriented molecular underlayers.
For a more systematic analysis, we have varied the thickness of the FM layer deposited on three different surfaces. Figure 3͑d͒ shows the coercivity change with respect to the thickness variation, whereas the inset indicates the corresponding roughness changes. Two conclusions can be drawn at this point: ͑1͒ the coercivity increases with the FM layer thickness ͑from 4 to 10 nm͒, provided that this coercivity increase is seen only in the samples with h.o.s. underlayer; and ͑2͒ the organic underlayer results in the roughening of the covering FM layer but the degree of roughening is indifferent to the types of the underlayer. The morphology also shows no significant difference between the FM films on different organic surfaces at various thicknesses, as indicated by the AFM images. Due to the facts that there is no obvious morphological difference between the CoFe films on different kinds of molecular surfaces ͓see Fig. 3͑c͔͒ , and that the surface morphology of pure LB films is also similar regardless of the molecular orientation ͓see Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͔͒, morphological effect is less likely to be the cause that enhances the coercivity. Further experiments such as the characterization of crystalline structure, ordering of LB film, and magnetic domain structure are under consideration to reveal the actual mechanism responsible for this enhancement.
As for the NiFe ͑permalloy͒ films, the LB molecular underlayer has no impact on their coercivity at the thicknesses of 5 and 6 nm ͓see Fig. 4͑a͔͒ . But in the consequence of FM thickness variation, we found that the roomtemperature ferromagnetism of permalloy thin film on h.o.s. vanishes when its thickness is reduced to 4 nm, as indicated by the MOKE results in Fig. 4͑b͒ . Figure 4͑c͒ displays the AFM images of 4 nm NiFe films on h.o.s. and h.i.s. surfaces. Apparently morphology plays an essential role here. The surface of the film on h.o.s. is rougher with an rms roughness much larger than that on h.i.s., suggesting the origin of the FM vanishing is morphological. Similar results have been reported in NiFe films by other researchers using less reactive functional group ͑methyl group͒ of SAM. 18 They attribute the vanishing of ferromagnetism to morphological disorder that interferes with the ferromagnetic behavior. The AFM results of our thicker NiFe films with h.o.s. and h.i.s. underlayers also display the morphological difference of similar degree, suggesting that the h.o.s has a profound impact on the growth of the covering NiFe layer.
In conclusion, we have used a single type of organic molecules to create two different functional-group surfaces and to study the morphology and magnetism of the FM films, including CoFe and NiFe, deposited thereafter. AFM results reveal that the hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecular surfaces have similar and different impacts on the morphologies of CoFe and NiFe, respectively. MOKE results indicate that the h.o.s causes coercivity variation in CoFe and magnetic suppression in NiFe, whereas the latter is considered morphologically related. These findings suggest that in designing future state-of-the-art molecular spintronic devices, functional group could be a key parameter in tuning the structural and magnetic properties of the participant FM materials.
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